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Apartamento en Casares – 3 habitaciones – 2 baños

Hab. 3 Bathrooms 2 Const. 104m2 Terraza 90m2

R4670569 property Casares 459.000€

***Elegant & Stylish Living*** Casares Green, Casares Costa represents a contemporary oasis 
completed in 2020 within the vibrant Casares Costa Golf community. This modern development 
boasts a sleek and sophisticated design, offering residents a choice of three luxurious communal 
pools and state-of-the-art padel tennis courts. Perfectly situated just a brief 5-minute drive away from 
the renowned Finca Cortesin Golf & Hotel Resort, this location caters to those with a taste for the 
finer things in life. Additionally, the proximity to the picturesque beaches of Casares ensures a 
perfect balance between leisure and luxury. Moreover, residents of Casares Green benefit from 
round-the-clock security at the entrance, providing a sense of safety and peace of mind. The golf 
course itself features a charming cafe, a well-equipped gym, a relaxing spa, and an exquisite 
restaurant on-site, offering a plethora of amenities for a truly indulgent lifestyle. Nestled within the 
heart of Casares Green lies an exceptional ground floor corner apartment, adorned with stylish 
Scandinavian designer furnishings and distinctive statement pieces that exude sophistication and 
elegance. This meticulously curated living space epitomizes modern luxury living, blending comfort 
with high-end design effortlessly. The attention to detail in every corner of the apartment reflects a 
commitment to quality and aesthetics, creating a truly unique and inviting atmosphere. With its prime 
location, upscale amenities, and unparalleled design, Casares Green is not just a place to live but a 
lifestyle to be embraced. Experience the epitome of elegant and stylish living in the heart of Casares 
Costa.

Ensuite Bathroom Ensuite Bathroom Fitted Wardrobes



Private Terrace Tennis Court WiFi
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